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This book can be an exploration of the blockchain technology. The purpose of the writer is to help you
understand what blockchain technology is normally and the many ways you may use it to benefit yourself.
The section helps you familiarize yourself with the basic ideas of the blockchain technology which include

wallets, mining and addresses. The first area of the book can help you know very well what blockchain can
be.- The Cryptocurrencies- Benefits and drawbacks of Blockchain- The Effect of Blockchain and

Cryptocurrencies to the Economy- How you can use it to MAKE MONEY You are also guided on how best
to mine the various cryptocurrencies. The author can help you understand the differences between your
various cryptocurrencies. You should understand the many hardware and software parts needed to mine

each kind of cryptocurrency and the various steps necessary for you to undergo the mining procedure. The
pros and downsides of the blockchain technology have been discussed. You should understand the various
security actions used to make sure that transactions are protected on the blockchain. You will know
whether it's secure or dangerous to work with the blockchain. The many ways of de-anonymizing the

blockchain users have already been explored in details. The various ramifications of the blockchain technology

to the overall economy have been explored. The various ways one can use the blockchain technology to earn
money have been explored. The next topics have been talked about in this book:- What's Blockchain? The

various cryptocurrencies have been discussed.
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Wow This book is chock full of information, albeit mostly technical---but relatively easy to understand. This
talks about the future of profit an indirect way. Which book discusses Blockchain technology that's not a
'coin' per se, but rather the technology that allows cryptocurrency to accomplish what it does.
Cryptocurrency is right here to stay, for me. Stay abreast, examine this book.
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